Ezekiel 9 is the SEALING Chapter.
Ezekiel 8 is the ABOMINATION Chapter.
No one will be SEALED unless they "Sigh and Cry" and do so "Aloud" and "Show my people (who are "My people?"") What are we to "Show them?" Or is God a Liar and there is nothing to "Show" this Holy, Predestinated, Infallible people? So the 10 Virgin Parable is all for Nothing! And so is the Message of PK 187, T5:211.)

But as I am looking now at the Open Bible - Open to Ezekiel 8 - I see these Words: "Therefore will I also deal in FURY..." (Now, I do not like that word "FURY." I have been hearing a great deal of the "LOVE" of God, so much in fact - that it has drowned out the "FURY!" As in the Days of Noah. They did not believe there were any ABOMINATIONS! But let us read on:)

"...mine eye shall not spare, neither will I have pity: (Obviously the Close of Probation,) and though they cry in mine ears with a loud voice, yet will I not hear them."Ezekiel 8:18.

THE 10 VIRGIN PARABLE:
This is also the Warning in the 10 Virgin Parable. Coming to the Door too late, asking for the wrong thing at the wrong Time, and the Door is Closed! NO OIL - CHARACTER NOW! (TM 234.) And so the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS" (Foolish Virgins - TM 130, 445, 126. T5:83, 21, 101. RH A2:420. A3:292.) is not found in EW 270-1 because the FOOTNOTES are MISSING. But turn to T1:180-2. There we find the SAME THREAT OF WRATH WITHOUT MERCY as in Ezekiel 8:18. Because the SEALING is Coming, and who would be so utterly Silly as to Fall for a Doctrine that promises them "OIL" (CHARACTER-TM 234.) in the too late Hour when the best they can do - (is that what RDB is doing in his Mission of '73-chasing after OIL from the Popular Market-Place from those who "SELL?!")

So to escape the "WRATH WITHOUT MERCY" as promised in the Straight Testimony to the Laodiceans and in Ezekiel 8:18 - "MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE" we are cautioned in
T3:267 we are to "SHOW My people ALL their Abominations."
How can those do that who have been put sound to Sleep,
Dreaming that there are no Abominations!

GOING THRU "GREAT CONTROVERSY" -
p. 17-38. The Destruction of the "People of God" - Sabbath-
keepers - Tithe-payers - non Pork eaters, and the WARN-
ing that this History will be Repeated. p. 36. Pk 417,
89. 38-60. The Church so newly come out of Judean ap-
postasy, as quickly goes into Romish apostasy.
61-342. The Reformation so nobly begun, soon needs a
Wm. Miller Revival.
343-392. The Wm. Miller Revival soon needs a Revival.
393-460. The 10 Virgin Parable predicts a Split in the
Adventist ranks over the Questions of Prophecy - Sanct-
uary - The Most Holy Place - Law or Image of the Beast?
Another genuine "Reform" needed.
461-478. Instead of which, a "Counterfeit" takes over
and makes great inroads with the Doctrines of Devils
listed and catalogued in these Pages.
479-491. This lists and Catalogues what God's people
are to be believing in view of the fact that this brings
us into the SEALING TIME and a very crucial Statement.
Every word of it. In view of the Popular "Doctrines of
Devils" now all the Rage, the Doctrines shown in 464-
73. "The work of preparation is an individual work. We
are not saved in groups." 490. The SEALING takes place
"SILENTLY, UNNOTICED," GC 491. (315).
492-504. What brought about the Rebellion in Heaven -
"...I will be LIKE the Most High." Know any Doctrine
like that?
505-510. "GRACE" - very contrary to popular meaning -
means "ENMITY" that God gives us and "POWER" to "RE-
SIST." And not think for a moment that slovenly Com-
promise and breaking down of Barriers has anything to
do with the Spirit of God and His call for Separation.
511-530. Of course, here is where the "URIAH SMITH'S"
showed their true Temper by taking OUT 4 pages that
showed that Adventists will keep Sunday! You can now
obtain "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" Originals - Collector's
Items - from BBH - set of 4 - See p.337-
340. (TM 64-5.) "Those who SAY they are JEWS - but who
LIE, and ARE NOT." 1884 SOP 4:337-340. Adventists keep
SUNDAY! Also p. 426. (GC 608.)
531-562. This reviews how Satan began the War against the Law in Heaven, and how he will now wage it in the SEALING TIME. By the bringing in of Satanic Delusions and "Spirits of Devils" personating beloved relatives & friends. This is here called the "HOUR OF TEMPTATION." GC 560. And who is kept in the "HOUR OF TEMPTATION?" Rev.3:10. PHILADELPHIA! The 144,000 are Philadelphia! WTF 14, 19. EW 15, 30-1, 254. 1846 Broadside. Rev.14:1. And 100 other References. TM 446, 107, 414.

563-581. How Protestantism will Fall for all this has already been shown. Now how Romanism and Brinsmead will Fall - by a "Religion of EXTERNALS" - by "OUTWARD splendor, pomp, and ceremony...is an evidence of INNER CORRUPTION." GC 566-7. Yet at the same Time, it feels good to be told your Sins are Forgiven. By Catholic Priest or Awakening Friar.

582-592. "EVANGELICAL UNION" by "AWAKENERS and ADVENTISTS in KEY '73" will lead to one more Step. As God sends STORMS, LIGHTNING, HAIL, DROUGHT, because they have Broken the Ordinances, to save themselves they will pass LAWS enforcing their own SUNDAY LAWS! this is found in GC 445, 592.

593-612. Now we coming into what we were looking for: "THE LAST GREAT DELUSION." GC 593. The greatest ABOMINATION of them all. In the SEALING TIME. That is why the ABOMINATION chapter - Ezekiel 8, comes just before the SEALING Chapter - Ezekiel 9. Which is also the SLAUGHTERING chapter, for things are moving fast now. "THE LAST GREAT DELUSION" is also called the "ANTICHRIST" GC 593 (411-2).

THE GREAT WARNING that every Seventh-day Adventist ought to know as well as knows the back of his hand, but apparently those Rocked to Sleep by the self-confessed: "AWAKENING" - have forgotten all about this, Spell-bound by the Splendor of Words without any Meaning in the RDB "PRESENT TRUTHS" "To the LAW and to the TESTIMONY: if they speak not according to this Word, it is because there is NO LIGHT IN THEM." GC 593. And so this is the "ANTICHRIST" that is to come from "OUR FORMER BRETHREN" who have "FALLEN AWAY" - for it is these that Satan honors with his Power and Miracles and Doctrines of Devils in our Pulpits. TM 409. Ev. 594-5, 604, 600, 653. SM 2:53-4. T5:451. DA 729. SG 3&4:151. RH A5:263. MB 209. We are warned here that we are coming to the "Close of Probation." GC 594, 602. The Message of Rev. 18. GC 603, 606-8, 612.
GC 613-634. Now we are in what we started out to find. THE GREATEST ABOMINATION or DELUSION in the History of man! More Power, more Delusions, than in the Plagues of Egypt. We will have to meet it "Face to Face." EW 88, 262-3. Going through the World like a Train, with the Speed of Lightning.

BRINSMEAD "PRESENT TRUTH" April 1972 Statement: "...let the new missionary editions of PRESENT TRUTH go through like an express TRAIN." p. 12.

WHAT IS THE GREATEST DECEPTION OF ALL TIME?
Satan landing from a "Flying Saucer" - blessing and healing the people & telling them the LAW has been changed. GC 624.

"These works of apparent HEALING will bring Seventh-day Adventists to the "TEST." SM 2:53-4, 147, 95, 100, 24.

QUESTION - QUESTION - QUESTION:
How will Seventh-day Adventists stand this Test when they stand idly by as the Book Committees, the largest Telecast Program, the Pacific Union Press, the General Conference, down to your Local Preacher - have PASSED-APPROVED - ARE HANDING THEM OUT BY THE TON - the Book of a "NEW ORDER" as Predicted by the Pen of Ellen G. White that they would do - this "NEW ORGANIZATION" SM 1:204. 1904. That we are NOT to "JION" for this would mean "Apostasy from the Truth." SM 2:390. 1905. For this is the very "OMEGA OF APOSTASY." SM 1:193-221.

THEY ARE ASKING FOR - CALLING FOR THIS "ANTICHRIST" SATANIC APPARITION TO APPEAR and why not to the Holy See in Washington, D.C.? Since they want him so badly in their midst.

ARE YOU FIRMLY FIXED within the Vail so you will not Fall for this MAXWELL BOOK? "Man the World needs Most" (Free! Ask for two! NOT FOR THE WORLD! But to give to an Adventist so he will know what his New Religion is!)

(HMSR "ONE WORLD" p. 318 - no better!) READ IT! READ PP 101, 103, 110, 339, 341. SG 3:82-3. THEN FIGHT IT! "Art thou thy brother's keeper?" Do you have a Burden for Souls? Write your own Flyer! Now!
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